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What is new in Advance Steel 2011

Welcome to Advance Steel 2011, part of the Graitec BIM solution
Advance Steel 2011 is fully part of the Graitec BIM solution, named Graitec Advance and consisting of Advance
Steel, Advance Concrete and Advance Design.
This new integrated 2011 suite has several common new features:
 A common installation kit for all modules, delivered on one single DVD
 New Graitec Advance Manager
 Sections and material libraries shared between Advance Steel and Advance Design.
 Improved integration CAD / Design.
Graitec Advance is the 1st complete solution on the market which includes Design and Multi-material CAD in the
same package.

Advance Steel 2011 also has important enhancements in several areas:
 Enhanced GUI.
 New project manager.
 New automatic joints
 Stairs and railings automatic macro enhancements.
 Faster document creation.
 Smart user dimensions
 Automatic revision clouds.
 Cambered beams.
Advance Steel 2011 is the unmatched software solution for all your projects.
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New common installation process
The new Graitec Advance 2011 suite is provided on a single DVD with a new installation kit allowing the
installation of the full solution in one step.

The installation browser has been redesigned to give more information about the suite:
 Which modules to install.
 Direct access to the documentation
 Direct link to GRAITEC web pages for additional information.
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GRAITEC Advance Manager
The new GRAITEC Advance Manager (GAM) has several new features:
 A new GUI to customize settings.
 Easy library customization.
 Project management.
 License management.
 Direct access to online help and guides.
 Interactive tips.
 Direct launch of the GRAITEC Advance applications.
The GAM is available for 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems.

Easy to use GUI to customize settings
Æ

Through the new and modern GUI, the user can easily access the different settings.
When starting the module, the user can directly access the main functionalities from the central panel and
can also see the different existing tips in the bottom console.

Central panel with direct access to the
different components

Interactive tips linked to Graitec server.

In the “tips” area, using the left and right arrows, the user can select different sources of information:



Tips on the products:
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Graitec news from the web site:



Graitec FAQ from the Graitec Advantage web site:



Graitec customer’s projects, samples and references:

Settings
Æ

The Advance Steel user can define many items that will be used in the software:
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Anchors (the user can add, delete or modify anchors)
Bolts (the user can add, delete or modify the bolts)
Shear studs (the user can add, delete or modify the shear studs)
Units
Preferred sizes (for different types of objects and also for the scales used for the drawings)
RSS preferences

What is new in Advance Steel 2011
Applications
Æ

The user can access this part of the GRAITEC Advance Manager to launch the software: Advance Steel,
Advance Concrete or Advance Design.

Projects
Æ

The GRAITEC Advance Manager allows managing project files in an efficient way:




To browse an existing project (size on disk, file names, etc.).
To create new folders

Help
Æ

The user has direct access to all starting guides for a short learning curve of GRAITEC Advance.

License
Æ

The user can manage the GRAITEC Advance licenses from this area.
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Improved ergonomics
The Advance Steel ergonomics have been enhanced to provide easier access to frequently used tools.

Ergonomics 1: Enhanced ribbon
Æ

The Advance Steel ribbon has been redesigned to offer commands in better logical groups.

The ribbon has buttons on different rows, and it includes new large buttons for the most frequently used
functionalities.

Ergonomics 2: Enhanced tool palette
Æ
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The Advance Steel tool palette has been redesigned to offer a compact tool palette with all the required
tools, complementary to the functionalities available on the Advance Steel ribbon.
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Ergonomics 3: Dialog box user interface simplification
Æ

Several Advance Steel dialog boxes have been reorganized for a better and easier-to-use user interface.
These dialog boxes include the ones for compound beams, welded beams, folded plate relations, search
tool, connectors, etc.

Ergonomics 4: Better material grouping
Æ

To provide an easier selection of the Material, the different numerous available materials have been
grouped under the 3 main material families which are Steel, Concrete and Timber.

Ergonomics 5: Dialog boxes remember their last positions
Æ

Moving a dialog box on the screen and then closing it does not cause it to lose its position; the dialog box
opens at its last position.

Ergonomics 6: Orbit function does not close dialog boxes
Æ

A great new behavior is that the “Orbit” command can be used while the properties dialog box stays open.
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Ergonomics 7: New profile selection behavior
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides a more user-friendly way to select sections in the different dialog boxes.

1

1

Ergonomics 8: Last used section is remembered
Æ

To speed up access to the libraries, the last used sections are automatically stored and provided as
choices in the drop-down list.

This is available in all dialog boxes where the user has to choose a section.
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Modeling
Advance Steel 2011 provides a complete range of new functionalities and different enhancements in existing
ones to speed up the modeling phase.

Modeling 1: Project Explorer
Æ

A new “Project Explorer” is available. It helps users to manage their projects with more efficiency due to the
different options and flexibility that the Project Explorer provides.
The Project Explorer has its own button on the “AS Modeling” ribbon so that it can be started at any time.

The new Project Explorer offers several great possibilities:






Create (and display) levels.
Create (and display) model views.
Create (and display) groups.
Create (and reuse) user queries (due to the integration with the existing Search tool).

The model view creation has also been enhanced and simplified, and all created model views are
automatically stored in the Project Explorer for easy reuse.
With the new Project Explorer, the user can create and manage different work planes.
The work plane feature provides the following options:





Work planes automatically created by levels.
Work planes can be created by the user at any time.
The user can attach/detach elements to/from work planes.
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Modeling 2: Enhanced model views
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides an enhanced and simplified way to create model views from the 3D model.
The main enhancements are listed below:







The model view window (during the model view creation) is drawn in the current UCS.
The grid lines are represented in model views.
The display of model views in shade mode has been improved.
The user can interactively select an arrow to define the view direction of the model view.
All created model views are directly available in the new Project Explorer.

Modeling 3: Model browser improvements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides more options in the model browser, which is the perfect tool to control all
parts of the 3D model.
The main enhancements are listed below:
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There is a new option to display only elements selected in the model browser with the “Isolate” button.
When clicked, the “Show all” button shows everything.
The user can edit several lines at the same time.
“Current model view” provides the option to have only the elements that are displayed in the current
model view in the model browser.
A column with the drawing number can be displayed.
The user interface has been enhanced so that the columns layout is kept when the user closes and
reopens the model browser dialog box.
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Modeling 4: Search tool improvements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides more options for the search tool, which helps the user find any element of the
3D model based on user-defined criteria.
The main enhancements are listed below:






Groups (on the left of the dialog box) are automatically highlighted if the user entered criteria within the
group, which helps finding where criteria have been previously entered.
A new “Not” checkbox is available so that users can search for elements which do not meet this
criteria.
The “Pre defined remarks” are available within the “Common properties” group.
The search tool includes all new concrete object criteria.

Modeling 5: Real anchor shapes
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides real anchor shapes for a perfect display of the anchor in the 3D model and in
general arrangement drawings.
The main enhancements are listed below:







Anchors can be directly defined in the new GRAITEC Advance Manager, where the user interface
allows defining all types of anchors in an easy way.
Several types of anchors are available like Straight, Headed, Hooked, J, and Threaded with bottom
assembly.
All these new anchors are available in all base plate automatic joints.
The orientation of the anchors can be specified by the user.
There is a specific BOM to list all anchors available in the 3D model.
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Modeling 6: Management of cambered beams
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides the new option to introduce camber to a member and to get it automatically
displayed cambered (or straight) in the workshop drawing.
The cambered beam includes the following options:






A new group, “Camber properties”, is directly available in the beam properties dialog box.
The user gets different choices for the camber position, the camber height and the possible start
and/or end offset values.
The search tool includes the criteria for cambered beams.
The beam can be displayed cambered in the workshop drawing by using an adequate drawing style.

1

Modeling 7: Shear studs enhancements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides enhancements for the behavior of shear studs.
The main enhancements are listed below:
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The “Shear stud” properties dialog box has been redesigned for easier use.
“User attributes” can be specified in the dialog box.
Shear studs get numbered automatically.
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Modeling 8: Enhanced profile catalogs
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides libraries including many new sections in order to help users working
worldwide to have direct access to their local typical sections.
Several new sections are now included in the profiles libraries:





New SCHRAG sections.
New Pruszynski C and Z sections.
Taiwan CNS sections.

Some existing section libraries have been updated or extended:




Albion cold rolled sections have been updated.
Hot profiles have been updated according to the DIN 18800-1 norm.

Modeling 9: Enhanced plate libraries
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides many checker plates.
Several new checker plates are included in the plate libraries:





New European checker plates.
New French checker plates.
New Polish checker plates.
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Modeling 10: Enhanced bolt libraries
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides new types of countersunk bolts and an update of the French bolts.
The bolt library enhancements are:




New AISC A325 and A490 countersunk bolts.
Updated French bolt length calculation.

Modeling 11: Tapered beam enhancements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides more options to define custom tapered beams.
Tapered beams can be defined with the following parameters:
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The flanges can be “straight” or “variable”.
There is the option to enter a start / end offset value.
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Modeling 12: Trim / extend enhancements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides extended possibilities when using the automatic trim / extend functionality.
Here is the list of these different enhancements:





The trim / extend functionality acts perpendicular to the reference.
A beam is extended to a curved beam face.
The functionality works with a window selection.

Modeling 13: New function to split a beam and create a splice
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides a new automatic function to split a beam and create a splice between the 2
created beams in one shot.
Here is a short description on how the functionality works:





It splits the beam with a distance from the column.
It automatically creates a splice connection between the 2 beams.
It adds a moment connection between the beam and the column.

Modeling 14: Other modeling enhancements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides also several different enhancements and new options in the various tools
which are available to create the 3D model in an efficient way.
Here is a brief list of these different enhancements:





Sloped plate cut in thickness direction.
Possibility to trim folded plates.
Element contours enhancements for curved beams and polybeams.
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Joints
Advance Steel 2011 provides an enormous library of new automatic connections, and various enhancements in
existing joints in order to respond to local requirements.

Joint 1: New base plate joint for tubes
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides a new joint for CHS and RHS sections, with the option to select different
types of base plates (circular, square, rectangular, etc.) and several shapes of welded stiffeners.

Joint 2: New seated connections
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides different automatic joints for seated connection situations.
Both “Column seat beam with an angle” and the “Column seat with a T” joints are available.
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Joint 3: New I bracing connections
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides several types of new automatic connections for bracing situations.
The three main new connections are:





Bracing connection for one secondary I beam.
Bracing connection for two secondary I beams.
Bracing connection with gusset corner plate.

Joint 4: New I bracing connections with attached plates
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides several types of new automatic connections for bracing situations, with
attached plates bolted on the secondary beam flanges.
The three main new connections are:





Bracing connection for one secondary I beam with attached plates.
Bracing connection for two secondary I beams with attached plates.
Bracing connection with gusset corner plate with attached plates.
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Joint 5: New I bracing connections with attached angles
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides several types of new automatic connections for bracing situations, with
attached angles bolted on the secondary beam flanges.
The three main new connections are:





Bracing connection for one secondary I beam with attached angles.
Bracing connection for two secondary I beams with attached angles.
Bracing connection with gusset corner plate with attached angles.

Joint 6: New Tube bracing connections with attached angles
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides several types of new automatic connections for bracing situations, with
attached angles bolted on the secondary tubular beam.
The three main new connections are:
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Bracing connection for one secondary Tube beam with attached angles.
Bracing connection for two secondary Tube beams with attached angles.
Bracing connection for one secondary Tube beam with gusset corner plate with attached angles.
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Joint 7: New roof opening macros
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides new automatic macros for roof opening elements. These macros create the
elements that are part of the roof opening, the connections between them and the supporting beams.
The two main new macros are:




Centered roof opening macro.
Side roof opening macro.

Joint 8: New options for stiffeners in existing joints
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 automatically creates stiffeners in several existing joints.
The stiffener thickness, size and shape can be easily defined by the user in the dialog box.
Stiffeners are automatically shop welded to the correct main beam.
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Joint 9: Several enhancements in different automatic joints
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides several improvements in the different automatic existing joints.
Here is a brief list of various enhancements:







Bolt stagger option for the splice joint.
Shim plates available in the ShearSplicePlate joint.
Stiffeners can be automatically created on C sections.
Platform plate joint works for C sections.
Several other minors enhancements in various other automatic joints.

Joint 10: Base plate joint enhancements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides several great new options in the existing automatic base plate joint.
Here is the list of these different enhancements:
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New middle stiffeners options are available.
The shear anchor can be made of plates.
The new anchor types are available and anchors with real shapes are created.
Integrated Joint Design according to EC3 and AISC rules.

What is new in Advance Steel 2011
Joint 11: Shear plate joint enhancements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides several great new possibilities in the existing automatic shear plate joint.
Here is the list of these different enhancements:







New “Automatic” option for the cope creation on the secondary beam.
Option to select the same gap value everywhere.
New option to define the flange gap on the other side.
New option to get a sloped plate shape.
Option to create an additional plate.
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Joint 12: Tension rods enhancements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 offers more options for the automatic creation of tension rods, and includes the latest
available Besista and North American clevises.
Here is the list of these different enhancements:





New “Besista” 540 and 540 DS tension rods are available directly in the dialog box.
New clevises for North America are available.
Better automatic diameter calculation (for creation on existing plates)

Joint 13: More options for automatic stairs
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 includes more options to respond to user requirements for the creation of stairs.
Here is the list of these different enhancements:
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A user section can be used for the stringers.
New rotation and mirror options are available for the stringer.
The grating tread is oriented according to the stair.
The upper and lower landings can be created with a cover made of grate.
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Joint 14: More options for automatic railings
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 offers many new options to create a railing.
Here is the list of these different enhancements:









A curved railing is automatically created on a curved beam.
A railing can be created on a polybeam.
The created railing can be stretched by moving graphically its reference point.
New loop end options are available for the end of the handrail.
It is possible to create a connection between the hang off and the railing itself.
The railing height can be defined by selecting a reference point during the railing creation.
Several post connection enhancements are available such as the angle placement choice and the
option to create a cap plate at the bottom of the posts.
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Joint 15: Integrated Joint Design in more joints
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides more automatic joints with integrated joint design.
Here is the list of the additional joints which integrate joint design according to EC3:







Apex Single Haunch joint.
Double Side Clip Angle joint.
Base Plate joint.
Base Plate with sloped cut joint.
Base Plate joint for tubes.

Here is the list of the additional joints which integrate joint design according to AISC:







Base Plate joint.
Corner Base Plate joint.
Base Plate joint for tubes.
HSS bracing simple joint.
HSS bracing complex joint.

Joint 16: Integrated Joint Design general enhancements
Æ
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Advance Steel 2011 provides the option to choose between a short report and a long report. If the user
selects a short report, then only the summary of the failed conditions in the results control window are
obtained, and not the full report like it was the case in previous Advance Steel versions.
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Numbering
Advance Steel 2011 extends the numbering tool so that bolts, anchors and shear studs get automatically a part
mark.

Numb 1: Numbering for connectors
Æ

All connectors (bolts, anchors, shear studs) get automatically numbered with Advance Steel 2011.

Numb 2: Standard numbers for connectors
Æ

All connectors (bolts, anchors, shear studs) can be compared to standard connectors and get a standard
part mark if automatically detected as standard elements.

Numb 3: Numbering for concrete and timber objects
Æ

New concrete and timber objects can get an automatic number.
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Drawings
Advance Steel 2011 provides several major enhancements for automatic drawing creation, the workflow with
modifications due to the new intelligent user dimensions and to the automatic revision clouds, and the creation
of high-quality drawings with the new Quick documents functionality.

Draw 1: Quick documents
Æ

A new “Quick documents” functionality is available. It helps users better control their preferred drawing
styles and BOM templates, as they can see a preview of the result of each of them, and they can start the
automatic creation of all workshop and general arrangement drawings from this user-friendly dialog box.
Here is the list of the main possibilities of the “Quick documents”:
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All documents can be created from a common unique place.
The user has direct access to all the preferred presentations for documents.
It is very easy to select the preferred drawing styles …
… and to see them available in the Quick documents dialog box!
There is a preview for an easy understanding of the result.
The tool is user-friendly.
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Draw 2: Automatic revision clouds
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 automatically creates revision clouds in drawings for modifications compared to the
previous status of the drawing. This considerably helps users have better control on changed elements
after an automatic update of the drawings with a revision number.
Here is the list of the main features of the automatic revision clouds:









Revision clouds automatically created if necessary on drawings.
Works on workshop drawings and on general arrangement drawings.
There is a specific layer for the revision clouds (so that the user can activate it).
Different options for revision clouds (color, cloud gap, etc.) are available.
The user can decide to have the revision clouds around the objects or around the labels.
The revision index can be displayed next to the revision cloud.
The representation of the revision cloud can be modified afterwards directly in the drawing.
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Draw 3: More options for revisions
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides better management of revisions using the additional information provided
automatically or specified by the user during the automatic update of the drawings.
Here is the list of the revision enhancements:
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There is a new option to give more details about a revision using the new “Revision details”.
These revision details are directly visible in the revision table.
Automatic revision notes (e.g. hole diameters changed, etc.) appear in the revision table on the
drawing.
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Draw 4: Intelligent user dimensions
Æ

The user can add dimensions in workshop and general arrangement drawings and Advance Steel 2011
makes these user dimensions intelligent so that they automatically adapt to new situations in case of
modifications in the 3D model.
Here are the main benefits of these intelligent user dimensions:







Users add their dimensions as they used to with Advance Steel dimensioning tools.
An automatic link is created between the geometric objects and the created dimension.
The dimensions change when editing the objects (in the 3D model) to which they are attached.
They adapt to new situations even for deleted objects in the model.
New intelligent user dimensions save a lot of time!
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Draw 5: Grid reference in assembly drawings
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides the option to get the grid reference for each element in its assembly drawing
which provides an easier location of parts at site.
Here is a short description on how the functionality works:
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There is a new token available for customizing the drawing style.
The customized title refers to the grid reference.
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Draw 6: Cut views enhancements
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides several enhancements for the cut views representation on drawings, such as
the cut view title placement and its presentation (font, style, etc.).
The main enhancements are listed below:







There is a new option to select the placement of the cut view title (above or below).
The text font and style of the cut view title can be customized by the user.
It is possible to underline the cut view text.
The automatic hatching in cut views has been enhanced.
The user can have separate cut symbols for the top and the bottom cut symbols.

Draw 7: Better automatic labels placement
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides enhancements for the creation and the placement of the label guide lines.

Draw 8: Enhanced cameras
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides several enhancements for the use of the cameras and the way a user can
automate the creation of different views and nodes using the flexibility of the cameras.
The main enhancements are listed below:






The cameras can have an associated drawing style.
It is possible to have one process with different associated camera types.
The user can create a camera drawing like a single object; it is no longer necessary to have the
camera within a process to create the desired drawing.
Reference on the drawing to see where a camera was created.

Draw 9: Match properties
Æ

With Advance Steel 2011, the user can use the Match properties, which provides a great help to customize
drawings in an efficient way.
Here is a short description on how the functionality works:




The user can match the color / line type from an object to another one.
It is possible to match dimensions settings like the dimension style and the dimension presentation.
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Lists
Advance Steel 2011 provides some simplification for the creation of a BOM and more flexibility to customize
user templates using the new Undo / Redo commands that are available.

Lists 1: Easier BOM creation
Æ

It is easier to choose the adequate BOM template and to request the creation of the BOMs using the new
“Quick documents” functionality.
The main reasons it is easier to create the BOMs are as follows:





The BOM templates are directly available in the new Quick Documents.
Create the BOM template, and click the “Use” button to get the BOM created automatically.
It is possible to create BOM extracts based on user queries.

Lists 2: Undo and redo command are available
Æ

The BOM editor contains Undo and Redo commands.

Lists 3: New saw cut BOM template
Æ
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A new BOM template is available with more explicit saw cut pictures for a better understanding at workshop.
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Mixed structures
Advance Steel 2011 provides new options to handle mixed structures (steel + concrete + timber).
A new set of tools dedicated to concrete objects is available and allows users to easily and efficiently create
concrete structures. All existing Advance Steel functionalities (like the Search tool, the model browser, etc.)
have been extended to support these new concrete and timber objects. From the 3D model, general
arrangement drawings can be automatically created showing steel, concrete, and timber elements.

Mixed struct 1: 3D Modeling of concrete objects
Æ

Advance Steel 2011 provides automatic functionalities to create concrete objects in the 3D model.
Here is the list of the main possibilities for modeling concrete objects:









Several different tools are available to easily create concrete objects (e.g. slab, wall, footing, etc).
Various concrete section types are available.
A complete library of concrete material is integrated by default.
The units for concrete objects can be specified by the user.
An automatic 3D fitter tool creates the correct intersection between the different concrete walls.
All feature commands can be used on concrete objects.
The clash check tool takes into consideration the concrete objects and automatically reports the
detected interference between steel and concrete elements.
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Mixed struct 2: General drawings display multi-material objects
Æ

The general arrangement drawings automatically created with Advance Steel 2011 display 3D and 2D
views containing all multi-material objects from the 3D model.
All existing options like dimensioning and labeling can be applied to these elements.
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Advance Steel – PDMS integration
Advance Steel 2011 provides enhanced exchange options with PDMS (from AVEVA).

Here is a detailed explanation about the new workflow:
 Both Advance Steel and PDMS can send/receive data.
 PDMS can identify changes, additions or deletions.
 Packets 22 and 60 (holes and curved beams) transferred
 Can manipulate boundaries to plates and holes (with or without curved segments) that can be simple,
or complex with curved segments.
Note: OpenSteel 2.1 (which is an additional module to PDMS) is required.
This provides the option to have the same model in both systems at the same time.
AVEVA
PDMS

GRAITEC Advance Steel
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